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A
EON is a Network, operating 
out of a self-managed 
temporary research base 
presently hosted at the 

University of Cape Town, with a direct-
reporting-line to its Dean of Science. Seed 
funding was provided by the DST/NRF, 
through its Innovation Funds, with a value 
of R25 million. AEON used this funding to 
successfully establish a national analytical 
facility−EarthLAB−equipped with three new 
dedicated analytical instruments. 

AEON facilitates cutting-edge 
interdisciplinary research programmes. 
Inkaba yeAfrica and !Khure Africa are two 
such programmes with multi-mentorship 
of over 110 graduate (Honours, MSc, PhD) 
students, and a combined annual budget 
of over R100 million supported through 
DST&NRF and European co-funding.

AEON also raised funds for Fellowships, 
granted by two UK based Foundations 
and Lonmin Plc., with combined value 
of just over R 5 million. The sponsoring 
foundations are the Sir John Ellerman 
Foundation and the Eranda (Sir Evelyn 
de Rothschild) Foundation. Revenue 
was generated through EarthLAB and 
consultancy with combined income of 
R 2.2 million. Much of the income through 
EarthLAB was offset by the cost of 
maintenance for two of the instruments.

Research at AEON cuts across many 
disciplinary boundaries and has an 
Africa focus that touches on themes as 
varied as molecular biology and (paleo)-
geoecodynamics, early life and the deep 
biosphere, natural resources and ecological 

economics, geothermal/unconventional 
energy and water, humanities and volcanic 
hazards. The research output includes 
96 articles in accredited peer reviewed 
journals, a book, and regular reports 
for public debate in the field of Earth 
Stewardship Science. AEON co-hosted 
the bi-annual European Geoscience 
Union’s Humboldt conference −on Climate 
Change, and annual workshops that 
validate the multidisciplinary character and 
socio-economic relevance of its research 
endeavours.

AEON has secured Intellectual Property 
of its science output and aspects of its 
business concept in the form of patents, 
research licenses, and trademarks.

An important and successful component 
of AEON has been its Commons−the 
Knowledge Hub of AEON− an interactive 
working space and multi-mentorship 
environment for graduate and postgraduate 
students and researchers – a home away 
from home for young talent. This is where 
information is generated, exchanged 
and archived through geo-referenced 
databases and data analyses. The 
Commons is equipped with computing 
and remote communication facilities; 
state-of-the-art hardware and software to 
provide processing and modelling capacity; 
video-conferencing and remote teaching 
systems; and is in the midst of establishing 
Africa’s first High-Tech Virtual Analytical 
Laboratory.

Through ‘Africa Alive Corridors’ (AAC), 
AEON is writing and acting-out an 
autobiography of Africa ‘with everyone a 

EXECUTIVE
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feedback to stakeholders 
about AEON’s first 5-year 
phase (2005-2010), and 
paints a scenario of what 

the future holds for it. The 
report is also motivated by 
the need for AEON to find 

a new home. 
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stakeholder’, aimed at addressing major 
Earth Stewardship goals in Africa. AAC is 
being script-written by leading academics 
and choreographed along pan-African 
corridors that are designed to provide focal 
points along which the UN Millennium 
Development Goals may be more readily 
and realistically achieved. AEON has joined 
forces with ‘Open Africa’, and the ‘Heritage 
Project’ of the Division of Human Genetics 
in the Faculty of Health Sciences at UCT 
to develop a joint strategy for fundraising, 
operation, management and production of 
AAC Trademarked products.

AEON operates out of a temporary 
building located on the UCT Upper 
Campus. Fund raising to refurbish the 
building has been a near-full time effort 
for AEON, and yielded almost a quarter of 
the funds required to build a green Africa-
cultural interactive workplace to host 
EarthLAB, researchers and students. 

AEON’s achievements over the last 
5 years have created a large number of 
bifurcations, stimulating organic growth 
to reach a threshold that now threatens 
to retard further developments. To grow 
and operate in a sustainable way, AEON 
now requires a permanent home for its 
Commons and executive office through an 
enabling stable institutional arrangement 
that can support and sustain a true network 
of national importance. 

A new operational and management 
structure underpinned by a minimum 
six dedicated programme-based Hubs, 
including EarthLAB, each managed by 
well-established academic(s), is presented. 

It includes a Commons, an Executive office, 
Mentorship and Advisory Groups.  

The function and general operational 
requirements of a home-Commons requires 
it be housed in a University. The Commons 
will also host and benefit from an active 
Alumni network, as well as an Africa 
Scholars Group, to enhance knowledge, 
wisdom, and research experiences from 
throughout Africa. The interaction between 
students, researchers and Africa scholars 
will be facilitated by a rotating ‘Mentor in 
Residence’ at the Commons.

Management of AEON’s network 
(AEONetwork) and the development and 
implementation of its business ventures will 
be done through an Executive Office−the 
Africa Network & Business Hub, led by 
a designated CEO Moctar Doucouré. 
Governance of AEON will be through the 
Executive Advisory Group initially chaired 
by Prof Maarten de Wit, while overall board 
of Governance is will be chaired by the 
NRF/DST. The Executive Advisory Group 
will be assisted in its decisions by two 
advisory bodies: (1) an Interdisciplinary 
Academic Advisory Group for review and 
advice on academic proposals and (2) 
an Africa Advisory Group for review and 
advice on Africa proposals. The Africa 
proposals will be related to scholarly and 
business activities between AEON and its 
stakeholders in Africa.

What is required now is the combined 
financial commitment of a host University 
and the DST/NRF. The budget required 
to set up the Commons, the Executive 
Office, move and re-install the EarthLAB 

instruments, facilitate multi-mentorship 
of students and advisory activities, and 
cover operational core costs is R 8,5 
million. AEON has accumulated R 4,5 
million in funds investment (specifically 
for equipment) to significantly contribute 
to the move of the instruments from their 
temporary spaces to a permanent home, in 
keeping with AEON’s commitments to the 
Innovation Fund.

AEON’s trans-disciplinary home-away-
from home, with mentors in residence, will 
ensure delivery of a priceless young African 
leadership for years to come.

DR MOCTAR DOUCOURÉ
COO

PROF MAARTEN DE WIT
SCIENCE DIRECTOR
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WHAT IS AEON?
AEON is a Network. The 1st five years of 
its existence were spent building a network 
of scientists, 18 of whom are South 
African embracing 14 different scientific 
and technical background, and based at 
eight different academic institutions. All 
have an active global-wide network of 
collaborators. The network has grown to 
include seven new associate members who 
are academics and research collaborators 
based at three different institutions in 
South Africa and two academic institutions 
abroad. Seed funding for AEON’s EarthLAB 
was provided by the DST/NRF through 
its Innovation Funds with a value of R25 
million. The money was used to purchase 
4 analytical instruments and provide salary 
for the CEO/COO.

MANAGEMENT AND 
OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE 
AEON was setup in 2005 to be a self-
managed UCT Research Institute, housed 
in the Faculty of Science for administrative 
and finance management purposes, 
headed by Prof Maarten de Wit as co-
founder and Science Director, and a Chief 
Executive Officer. The CEO position was 
held by Prof Andy Duncan until December 
2008 when Prof Duncan retired. This 
position was then filled by Dr Moctar 
Doucouré as Chief Operating Officer. 

Current governance of AEON is 
through its Director reporting to the 
Dean of Science. The Director has overall 

accountability for all aspects of AEON while 
the COO is accountable and responsible 
for all business aspects and its day-to-day 
operation. An Advisory Board was expected 
to be appointed to evaluate the scientific 
and business progress and forward 
planning of AEON. This board would meet 
on an annual basis, and should consist of 
prominent members of academia, industry, 
local and national government departments 
(including Science & Technology, Minerals 
and Energy, Environment, Water Resources, 
Education), the Executive Director of the 
Innovation Fund, Science Councils, donor 
representatives, International Development 
Agencies and NGOs. Representation of 
National and African University interests 
would be also required. The Board was not 
appointed, because the first major goal of 
rebuilding the space allocated to AEON by 
the University of Cape Town (UCT) to house 
staff, students and instruments, has not 
been realised.

The offices of the Director and COO 
are in temporary space on the Upper 
Campus together with 15 postgraduate 
and postdoctoral students all engaged 
around a central interactive environment 
that includes a walk-in computer 
laboratory, a meeting room equipped 
with remote conference facilities, and 
a mineral separation laboratory. The 
rest of AEON staff, part of the analytical 
facility−EarthLAB, is located in temporary 
space in the Department of Geological 
Sciences. EarthLAB staff include: a 

Senior Research Officer responsible for 
isotopic analyses and instrumentation; 
a Chief Scientific Officer as laboratory 
manager responsible for geochronology; a 
Technical Specialist responsible for mineral 
separation, all of whom report to the COO 
of AEON; and a Chief Technical Officer 
responsible for material microanalyses who 
reports to the Dean of Science.

WHAT HAS BEEN ACHIEVED?
AEON has developed and implemented 
a number of research and mentoring 
programmes, designed specifically to 
dovetail cutting-edge interdisciplinary 
research in Earth and Life System Science 
with multi-mentorship for more than 110 
honours, MSc and PhD students. These 
research programmes are managed 
and facilitated out of AEON at UCT, and 
supported through DST and NRF with a 
total funding of over R28 million. Most 
of this funding is allocated to students 
in the form of bursaries and research 
costs. Students are based at a number 
of universities and national institutions 
throughout South Africa (e.g. HartRAO, 
HMO, iTemba Labs, SAIAB, SANBI, Council 
for Geoscience), and meet at least once 
every year during international workshops. 
Training periods for up to 1 year are 
provided for at laboratories of our main 
bilateral partners, for example, in Germany, 
France, Norway, Netherlands, UK and the 
USA. This year, AEON supports 8 students 
at different institutions in these countries.

Aeon today -current status
In this section we summarise AEON’s current setup and what it has achieved 
during the period 2005-2010 and the resources gathered to make it happen. 
For more details on all related issues see: www.aeon.uct.ac.za
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C U R R E N T STAT U S

In order to address some of key science 
objectives, AEON has established and 
operates a world-class facility – EarthLAB. 
The facility is equipped with three analytical 
instruments dedicated to (i) state-of-the-
art analysis of the composition of Earth 
and Life materials, (ii) precise and accurate 
dating of natural materials and artefact 
samples, and (iii) determination of rates of 
processes to track the evolution of complex 
systems, such as those related to water 
quality, climate change and geothermal 
energy.

1.  Cross-disciplinary 
and Multi-institutional 
Research

AEON facilitates several bilateral research 
programmes designed specifically to 
dovetail cutting edge interdisciplinary 
research in Earth System Science. The 
programmes are supported through DST 
and NRF, and presently have a combined 
annual budget of over R10 million. 
Leverage using the lure of Africa’s unique 
natural laboratories means that a typically 
ratio of financial contribution from our 

European partners, relative to RSA input, 
ranges between 10:1 and 50:1 and totalled 
annual budget for research at AEON well 
over R100 million. This has the added 
advantage of being able to expose our 
students in training to technical facilities in 
Europe that we do not have in South Africa. 

INKABA yeAFRICA - 
INTERCONNECTIVITY IN NATURAL 
SYSTEMS - WWW.INKABA.ORG

The scale and complexity of Inkaba 
yeAfrica are what set it apart from most 
Earth science efforts globally. Much of 
the science carried out requires layout of 
expensive field and laboratory equipment, 
the use of marine research vessels and 
various satellites. The science teams are 
focused on Grand Challenges of urgent 

socio-economic needs to meet the extreme 
complexities of sustainable development 
in our present and future world. Capacity 
building is central to all Inkaba yeAfrica 
projects. For the period 2010-2013, the 
National Research Foundation (NRF) has 
granted R20 million mainly for student 
enrolled in the Inkaba yeAfrica programme 
with co-mentorship by scientists at the 
German Geoscience Research Centre 
(GFZ) in Potsdam. AEON students funded 
through Inkaba have all been exposed to 
world-class research in Europe and through 
international conferences. The number of 
students enrolled in the programme has 
grown to more than 100, while achieving 
transformation goals set by the DST/NRF 
(see an IYA end-of-year Report for 2010).

            

Overview student statistics in the Inkaba yeAfrica program (From 2010 Inkaba yeAfrica end-of-year report to DST).
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!KHURE AFRICA - THE STORY IS THE 
AFRICAN WIND - WWW.IKHURE.ORG

!Khure Africa is a South African - French 
flagship scientific cooperation programme 
linking the dynamic co-evolution of Earth 
and Life to the deformation of the earth’s 
crust and lithosphere. The first funding cycle 
came on stream in July 2007, mostly from 
French sources, followed in 2010 with an 
annual R1.5 million from DST/NRF. !Khure 
Africa explores the dynamic co-evolution 
of Earth and Life systems and their links to 
African tectonics and climate change - past, 
present, and future, integrating researchers 
from diverse fields within the planetary 
sciences.  In South Africa, scientists from 
ten universities/institutions are participating, 
including national facilities like the HMO-
Hermanus Magnetic observatory and 
iThembi Labs. Participating scientists in 
France are from six universities/institutions 
and are coordinated through the Institut 
de Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP) and 
Université Paris Diderot. The status of the 
program in France is that of a CNRS (Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique)/
GDRI (Groupement de Recherche 
Internationale). Funding for 2010-2013 from 
the Department of Science and Technology 
(DST) of South Africa has an annual value of 
ca. R 1.7 million. The programme comprises 
twelve projects of which seven are currently 
active. Through its archaeology project, 

!Khure Africa played a major role in locating 
the hominim fossil Australopithecus sediba 
in 2010. 

Exciting recent development has been 
to design equipment for dating bricks from 
historical sites in Cape Town; these will then 
be used to determine historical variations 
in the strength of the magnetic field 
(paleoarcheomagnetics). This project is now 
a three-way-program between the University 
of Paris-7, Oxford University, and AEON. 

There are currently four South Africa 
based students working on projects 
incorporating themes as varied as the link 
between the breakup of Madagascar-Africa, 
to understand the origin and  the evolution 
of lemurs; the link between Sun and Earth’s 
magnetic fields and climate change; the 
stabilisation and evolution of the first 
continents; and the tectonic  link between 
the southern Africa  high plateau and 
the adjacent Congo basin, with an aim to 
unravel the feedbacks between tectonics, 
climate and biodiversity.                                                           

AFRICA ALIVE CORRIDORS - JOURNEYS 
THROUGH AFRICA’S AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
WITH EVERYONE A STAKEHOLDER
AEON has developed a new concept 
called “Africa Alive Corridors” (AAC) to 
address major Earth Stewardship goals in 

Africa. AAC tracks Africa‘s biographical 
journey from around four billion years ago 
to the present day through a selection of 
21 chronologically sequenced corridors. 
The biography covers the geological, 
biological and cultural perspectives 
covering the approximately 50 continental 
countries, including Madagascar and the 
Canary Islands. The wealth of scientific 
biographical knowledge embedded in each 
of these corridors is explored:  continental 
drift, mega-geohazards, climate change, 
biodiversity, our human roots, culture, 
heritage and spirituality; and importantly, 
our impact on the Earth, and the thresholds 
of the 6th extinction.

AAC is fundamentally a story about 
Africa and its scientific and cultural 
heritage - biodiversity, geology, 
archaeology, and anthropology – told 
chronologically along 20 corridors 
across the continent and a final one 
“Out of Africa’ (see list on page 7). 
These Pan African corridors provide focal 
points along which the UN Millennium 
Development Goals may be more readily 
and realistically achieved than elsewhere. 
UNESCO and ICSU (International Council 
for Scientific Unions) have adopted AAC 
as a signature program as part of their new 
Global Initiatives.

New 3D model of the 
Congo Basin, by AEON 
student Bastien Linol
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1.      Cradle to Cradle (South Africa): 
3,500 billion years -present 

2.      Snowball Earth (Namibia): 1,000-
500 million years 

3.      Great Karoo (South Africa): 325-175 
million years 

4.      African Pole of Rotation 
(Cameroon): 200 million-present 

5.      Colliding continents (Morocco to 
Tunisia): 200 million-present 

6.      Lemur-Chameleon (Madagascar): 65 
million-present 

7.      Lungs of Africa (DRC): 10 million-
present 

8.      Eastern Rift Valley (Ethiopia to 
Malawi) : 5 million-150,000 BP 

9.      Western Rift Valley (Uganda to 
Tanzania): 5 million-present 

10.   Homo sapiens sapiens (South 
Africa): 140,000-60,000 BP 

11.   Khoisan Kalahari (Namibia to 
Botswana): 60,000 BP-present 

12.   Saharan Paradise Lost (Chad to 
Tunisia): 22,000 BP-present 

13.   Valley of Pharaohs (Egypt to Sudan): 
3,100-30 BC 

14.   Nubian Nile (Sudan to Ethiopia): 
3000 BC to present 

15.   Songhays’s Timbuktu (Senegal to 
Nigeria): 700-1600 AD

16.   Mapungugwe-Great Zimbabwe 
(Zimbabwe): 900-1,700 AD 

17.   Mirror of History (Western Sahara to 
Nigeria): 1400 to present 

18.   Zambezi River (Zambia to 
Mozambique): 1800 to present 

19.   Sixth Extinction (Somali to Sudan): 
1940 to present 

20.   Carbon footprint (Algeria to Egypt): 
1900 to present

Young learners engaged in AEON’s 
Imizila game(right) at IYPE workshop in 
Arusha, Tanzania - 
bottom left: President of Tanzania in 
deep conversation with RSA learner 
from the Western Cape.

C U R R E N T STAT U S

Summary map 
and list of AAC 
corridors

Young learners engaged in AEON’s 
Imizila game(right) at IYPE workshop in 
Arusha, Tanzania - 
bottom left: President of Tanzania in 
deep conversation with RSA learner 
from the Western Cape.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF 
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH 
THEMES UNDERTAKEN AT AEON 

GEOECODYNAMICS AND EARLY LIFE
Integration of Earth and Life Sciences is 
at the heart of many scientific research 
programmes at AEON, effectively bringing 
together amongst many other disciplines 
biology and geology into a new science we 
have coined (paleo)-geoecodynamics. This 
multidisciplinary research is centred around 
themes such as: (1) integrating cosmogenic 
dating of rock weathering with molecular 
clock dating of DNA signatures from flora 
and fauna to link ecosystem dynamics 
and landscape evolution; (2) searching 
for the earliest preserved microbial life 
on Earth trapped in ancient oceanic-like 
rocks and enabling the reconstruction of 
life-sustaining physio-chemical conditions 
on our ‘Young Earth’. These studies have 
already led to significant contribution to 
a feature National Geographic movie for 
the Explorer program entitled Monster 
Fish of the Congo; a DVD with content 
accessible to all entitled Bedrock for Life 
on a Young Earth , shown on TV (50/50), 
and now published in collaboration with 
the Centre for Geobiology in Norway, and 
adopted by the International Year of Planet 
Earth initiative as a signature theme. The 
Norwegian government funded a R1 million 
deep drilling project to obtain rock samples 
uncontaminated by surface processes, and 
further AEON’s collaborative studies with 
Bergen University to document early life 
and ecosystems preserved in 3.5 billion 
year old South African rocks. This work 

is ongoing with our partner at Bergen 
University.

ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS
The Earth system is viewed as a materially 
closed system, interlocking capital to the 
well-being of individuals and communities 
through ecological services. Focus areas 
based on the science at AEON are natural 
resource exploitation including water, gas and 
their deep reservoirs. These are major drivers 
of economic development and impact on 
the very ecosystems which support society. 
These considerations, undertaken at AEON 
to try and quantify the cost to nature of 
extracting its resources, has foci on acid mine 
drainage, Karoo shale gas, deep geothermal 
energy, carbon sequestration, mineral 
exploitation and river basin management. 
This work is done in collaboration with Prof 
Robert Costanza, Director of the Institute 
for Sustainable Solutions at Portland State 
University in the USA.

VOLCANIC HAZARDS IN AFRICA
Research aimed at improving the specific 
knowledge of pre- and syn-eruptive 
processes of Mount Cameroon volcano, with 
an aim to predict possible future eruptions. 
Underlying this research is the study of 
petrochemical evolution of magmas to track 
volcanic processes making use of AEON’s 
EarthLab. Such knowledge is crucial for 
developing an understanding of volcanic 
risk amongst the resident population around 
volcanoes and to improve the general level 
of preparedness for volcanic emergencies 
throughout volcanically actice regions 
of Africa.

Dr Felix Toteu is AEON’s first Senior 
Lonmin Fellow for Earth Stewardship 
Science. Previously the Director of 
the Centre for Geologic and Mining 
Research of Garoua in Cameroon, and a 
past President of the Geological Society 
of Africa, Dr Toteu actively promoted 
the IUGS/UNESCO initiative for the 
International Year of Planet Earth (IYPE) 
in Africa. Whilst at AEON, Dr Toteu co-
authored an article entitled: ‘Africa Alive 
Corridors’: Forging a new future for the 
people of Africa by the people of Africa, 
in which insight is provided into earth 
stewardship goals for Africa. Dr Toteu is 
now the Director of the UNESCO’s Africa 
Geoscience Office based in Nairobi.

2.   Development 
of Senior Earth 
Stewards

AEON HAS RAISED FUNDING FROM 
PHILANTHROPIC AND CORPORATE 
INSTITUTIONS, AND ANNUALLY 
GRANTS FELLOWSHIP SENIOR AND 
POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCHERS. 
HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES:

DR FELIX TOTEU
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3.   Mentorship, 
Capacity Building 
and Outreach

 
The number of full-time postgraduate 
students at AEON currently stands at 20. 
AEON’s capacity building programmes 
are designed specifically to dovetail 
cutting edge research in complex 
system and stewardship science. The 
programmes are both multidisciplinary 
and inter-cultural, and are directly aligned 
with the research and development 
strategies of South Africa, and the focus 
is on providing students with access to 
AEON’s many mentors from different 
backgrounds.  

Dr Woody Cotterill is AEON’s Eranda 
Fellow at AEON. His research focus is on 
the evolution of Africa’s drainage systems, 
centering on studies of the molecular 
genetics of selected aquatic species. 
His research activities include natural 
history fi eldwork, DNA sequencing of 
wetland antelope, fi sh and other taxa, and 
interpretation of remote sensing data to 
enable detailed mapping of drainage basin 
evolution.  Molecular dating of fi sh DNA 
allows quantifi cation of where and when 
the courses of these rivers changed and 
establishes direct links to tectonic processes. 
Dr Cotterill contributed to a National 
Geographic documentary entitled “Monster 
Fish of the Congo” released in early 2009, 
and coauthored a book on African Bats 
published in 2011. Dr Cotterill co-supervised 
2 MSc students working on remote sensing 
analysis of river profi les in southern and 
central Africa and molecular genetics of 
tigerfi sh. He participated in expeditions to 
Lake Turkana, Kenya and Ethiopia in 2010 
in collaboration with researchers at the 
University Utah, USA, and the Kenya National 
Museum; and to Lago Carumbo, Lunda 
Norte Province, Angola, with colleagues 
from the PE Museum (BayWorld), SAIAB, 
SANBI, Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew, and 
the Ministry of Envrionment and Biodiversity 
of Angola. Dr Cotterill leads a similar 
DNA-based program to track the paleo-
geoecodynamics of the Cape Fynbos with 
colleagues in various botany research units 
throughout South Africa and beyond.

DR WOODY COTTERILL

Dr Stephen Njome is a Lonmin 
postdoctoral Fellow at AEON. He is 
Lecturer at the University of BUEA in 
Cameroon. His research focuses on 
volcanic processes of Mount Cameroon 
using microanalytical techniques in 
AEON’s EarthLAB. Results of these 
analyses were presented at the 6th Inkaba 
yeAfrica workshop held in Swaziland. 
under the title: Recent eruptives and 
mantle signatures beneath the margins of 
Africa. Whilst at AEON he published his 
work on Volcanic Risk Perception in Rural 
Communities along the Slopes of Mount 
Cameroon, West Africa, and completed 
a defi nitive review on the Cameroon 
Volcanic Line.

DR STEPHEN NJOME

Soon, our capacity building programmes 
will start also to make use of Science & 
Technology (S&T) Train - a self-sustainable 
S&T facility on wheels. The train is 
expected to roll out in 2012/13, to visit 
rural areas where time will be spent at 
local schools and with rural communities 
at large. This is development driven by 
AEON’s TUT (Tshwane University of 
Technology) Hub, with additional help 
from HartRAO. The train will operate out 
of a home base near the newly established 
AEON-connected Geodetic Centre at 
Matjiesfontein. 

Outreach is carried out through 
EarthWISE - established in 2006 at 
the University of the Free State. The 
Outreach Hub is hosted in the UFS 
Faculty of Agricultural and Natural 
Science and managed by Prof Marian 
Tredoux. EarthWISE organises workshop 
programmes and developes useful material 
to aid in the training of teachers, including 
full activity books under the National 
Curriculum Statement section ‘Planet 
Earth and Beyond’.

C U R R E N T STAT U S
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4.   EarthLAB – as a 
national analytical 
facility 

EarthLAB started operating in 2006 when 
two multi-collector mass spectrometers, 
coupled to powerful lasers, were 
commissioned. These instruments perform 
state-of-the-art analysis of the chemical 
and isotopic compositions of Earth and Life 
materials.

 One instrument, dedicated to dating of 
rocks and minerals, started operating with 
the appointment of a German postdoctoral 
fellow, who was replaced in 2010 by a local 
geochronologist with broad experience 
in isotope research and in the diamond 
exploration industry – Dr Erika Barton 
(appointed as a Chief Scientific Officer).  
The second instrument is operated by 
Senior Research Officer Dr Petrus Le 
Roux, a UCT graduate with post-doctoral 
experience in both USA and Europe. The 
facility is providing services to academic 
institutions, parastatal organisations, 
and industry including the University of 
Stellenbosch, Wits, Rhodes University, 
Oxford University, Bradford University in 
the UK, Colorado University and Arizona 
State University in the USA, the Council 

of Geoscience of South Africa,  De Beers, 
and Tsodilo Resources, Canada. A third 
instrument is the Electron Microprobe, 
dedicated to the microanalysis of minerals 
and operated by Ms Christel Tinguely 
appointed by the Department of Geological 
Sciences as a Chief Technical Officer in 
2007, while working on her PhD. 

This instrument is fundamental to a 
wide range of studies of the chemical 
compositions of inorganic materials down 
to spatial scales of a few micrometers. It is 
used extensively in the minerals exploration 
and materials engineering industries.

5.  Publications

A total of 96 articles and papers in 
accredited peer-reviewed journals are 
published by AEON members, research 
associates and fellows. This number is 
likely to reach 100 before the end 2011 
from manuscripts currently in preparation. 
The publications cover a broad range of 
topics, and are listed on AEON’s website 
and with pdf download. (http://www.aeon.
uct.ac.za/outputs/research_products.php)

Here are two examples:
•   ‘Africa Alive Corridors’: Forging a new 

future for the people of Africa by the 
people of Africa; Journal of African Earth 
Sciences 58 (2010) 692–715

•    Drilling for the Archean 
roots of life and tectonic 
earth in the Barberton mountains. 
Scientific Drilling, 2010, Volume: 8, 
24-28.

AEON also publishes a Report Series 
that covers Earth Stewardship research 
topics to stimulate public scrutiny and 
debate, and to enhance well-being of 
our Commons, particularly across Africa. 
Reports are available in hard copy or can be 
downloaded from AEON’s website. 

Here are two examples:
•   2011: H2O-CO2-Energy equations for 

South Africa: Present status, future 
scenarios and proposed solutions; Aeon 
Report Series no. 2; 
ISBN: 978-0-620-48987-4

•   2008: Small Scale Renewable Energy: 
An introduction to electrification for 
domestic and small scale enterprises. 
Aeon Report Series No. 1; 
ISBN: 978-0-98114162-0-5

6.   Conferences and 
technical workshops 
organised

By invitation, AEON 
successfully co-
organised (with 
ACCESS) the 
European Geoscience 
Union’s Humboldt-5 

Conference on Climate Change, in 
January 2009. Held in Cape Town, the 
conference was attended by over 174 
international delegates and students. 
The international Young Earth Scientists 
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(YES) body was represented with a strong 
Africa contingent. A 2-day linked student 
workshop was attended by 43 students 
from 18 countries.

In September 
2009, the 6th 
Inkaba yeAfrica 
workshop was 

organised by AEON in Manzini, Swaziland. 
The workshop was attended by 28 
mentors and 44 students.

By invitation, in 
November 2009, 
AEON hosted a 
joint workshop 
with   UNESCO 

attended by 18 African delegates 
representing Earth Science institutions, 
resource industry and geological surveys 
of Southern Africa.

In March 2010, 
AEON has organised 
a workshop on Shale 
Gas and its potential 
in South Africa. The 
workshop was aimed 

at launching the first programme in South 
Africa for the evaluation of Shale 
Gas in collaboration with AEON’s science 
partners at the German Geoscience 
Institute – GFZ Potsdam. It was 
attended by 25 delegates mainly from 
the oil industry and parastatals and 
30 students from three South African 
universities. AEON has since become a 
technical leader in the Karoo Shale gas, 
and a publication about the technical  
and socio-economic aspects of these 
potential developments in the Karoo 
to stimulate further cross-disciplinary 
discourse, is in press.

collaboration with French and German 
scientists.

•    Diamond research licensed granted by the 
South African Diamond and Precious Metals 
Regulator (SADPMR) of South Africa.

•    Trademark - Africa Alive Corridors in 
22 countries covering Central, East, 
Southern, and West Africa.

8.   Development of a new 
business model 

AEON’s new business model involves 
the creation of a Business Hub that will 
establish the uniqueness of each Africa 
Alive Corridor, and market the features, 
benefits and appeals of its corridor nodes. 
The aim is to transform AEON’s research 
and intellectual outputs into marketable 
applications and products. 

The Africa Alive Corridors ® ™ Trademark 
strategy acts as a guide in the selection 
of suitable partners in Africa Alive 
Corridors academic and business joint 
ventures, community participation and 
key stakeholders interested in becoming 

In April 2010, AEON organised an 
International Continental Drillling Program 
(ICDP) workshop near Badplaas in 
Mpumalanga: Deep Scientific Drilling 
through 3.5-billion-year-old continental 
crust. Attendance was international, with 
30 scientists and students from South 
Africa, Europe, Asia, Australia and North 
America. A related town-hall meeting 
was held with the local community. The 
proposed drilling programme, which is 
planned to continue for up to two decades, 
aims at characterising the continental crust 
across Earth’s oldest known continental 
suture zone, including the deep biosphere, 
by drilling a 10 km deep super-hole; build a 
local rural science centre, a museum, and a 
permanent rural drilling technology college.  
A report is published in the latest issue of 
Scientific Drilling, available on the AEON 
website.

7.   Patent, Research 
License and 
Trademark

AEON has secured Intellectual Property 
rights to its science output and aspects 
of its business concept through UCT’s 
Research Contracts and Intellectual 
Property Services. 
•    Patent – Imizila: a new Earth 

Stewardship strategy board game 
developed for sustainable development 
along AAC corridors

•    Patent - diamond fingerprinting research 
for a non-destructive technique in 

C U R R E N T STAT U S
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involved in earth stewardship. Recently 
AEON has joined forces with Open 
Africa (http://www.openafrica.org) and 
the Heritage Project Division of Human 
Genetics, Faculty of Health Sciences, 
UCT, http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/genetics) 
to develop a joint strategy for fundraising, 
operation, management and production of 
AAC products.

CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
SUSTAINABILITY ALONG CORRIDORS
Each Corridor is a swath of land, an 
ecosystem path without borders - offering 
real potential for life-long learning and 
exploration that will stimulate the growth 
of all sectors in the education, tourism, 
entrepreneurship industries, and virtual 
communications with the community at 
large. The AAC trademark strategy has 
attracted keen interest from business 
consultants and two companies including 
one international.

9.   Fellowship Funds 
raised total more 
than R5 million

Fellowship grants were awarded by two 
UK based Foundations and Lonmin Plc., 
with combined value of R 5,014,922. The 
sponsoring foundations are the Sir John 
Ellerman Foundation and the Eranda (Sir 
Evelyn de Rothschild) Foundation.

10.   Revenue generated 
total more than 
R2 million

REVENUE GENERATED THROUGH 
EARTHLAB – R 1,369,582 
AEON generated R 1,369,582 through 
EarthLAB services but the income has been 

largely offset by the cost of maintenance 
(R 1,295,525) for two of the instruments 
(see Figure).

REVENUE GENERATED THROUGH 
CONSULTANCY – R 870,293
AEON provided consulting services to 
two international (Canada, Netherlands) 
and two South African companies. More 
recently AEON has been approached by an 
Angolan company for consulting services.  

11.   Fund Raising for 
AEON’s Home

AEON operates out of a temporary building 
located on the UCT Upper Campus. All 
stakeholders agreed that the building 
requires significant refurbishing to sustain 
AEON’s activities and its interactive 
environment. Hosting EarthLAB in a 
building dedicated to AEON was one 
condition of the DST/NRF seed funding. An 
architectural design was completed for a 
green Africa-cultural workplace in 2006. A 
concerted and sustained fundraising effort 
has yielded R7 million of the estimated R30 
million needed for refurbishing.

 

Below: Figure showing 
EarthLAB Revenue/Expense, 
in Rand: 2006-2010. Note that 
the change in ratio in 2010 is 
related to instrument servicing 
and consequent analytical 
down-time. 

Above: South African students 
engaged at geothermal energy 
plant, Germany.
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Q U A N T U M  L E A P

AEON’s achievements over the last 5 
years have stimulated organic growth to 
a threshold that now threatens to retard 
further developments. To grow and operate 
in a sustainable way, AEON requires 
a permanent home and management, 
provided through an enabling institutional 
arrangement to support a true network 
of national Programme Hubs. This calls 
for a quantum change from the way 
AEON operates today. As a minimum 
requirement, AEON needs to be positioned 
firmly at across-faculty level, with direct 
accountability to institutional leadership 
and national needs. Student development 
and training through government funded 
programmes (eg., Inkaba yeAfrica) should 
also transform from a bi-lateral to multi-
lateral and Africa-lateral modes. To enable 
AEON to leap across this present threshold, 
we have designed a new operational and 
management structure.

NEW STRUCTURE
The new structure (see organigram, 
page 14) is underpinned by a minimum 
of six dedicated programme-based hubs, 
including EarthLAB as a national analytical 
facility, each managed by well-established 
academics: 

•   EarthLAB – A hub for chemical forensic 
services and stimulant for new research 
in the fields of microanalysis and dating 
of natural materials and artefacts. This 
hub will be operated and managed by 
scientists with relevant academic profile 
and technical expertise.  

•    EarthCARE – An Earth Stewardship 
Hub, based at Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University, and managed 
by Prof Maarten de Wit, aligns major 
science, engineering and humanities 
studies into Earth Stewardship 
programmes – Africa Alive Corridors, 
Inkaba yeAfrica, !Khure Africa, 
Ecological Economics, Natural 
Resources, and Deep Continental 
Drilling. Earth Stewardship Science will 
be developed and taught through this 
hub at foundation and graduate levels.

•     EarthLIFE – A biodiversity Hub 
integrating a Primate Studies centre 
based at the University of Fort Hare, and 
managed by Prof Judith Masters, and a 
geoecodynamics centre, at Stellenbosch 
University, and managed by Dr Fenton 
Cotterill. Symbiotic biodiversity centres 
elsewhere will likely join in. 

•    EarthTECH – A technical skills 
development hub, focussed on 
implementation and servicing of the 
Science & Technology Train, and drilling 
technology design, with a long term aim 
to initiate and run a Rural Drilling College 
in Mpumalanga. This hub is located at 
the Tswhane University of Technology, 
and managed by Dr Christoffel Fourie.

•    EarthWISE – An outreach Hub for 
Schools and Teachers, managed by 
Prof Marian Tredoux, is already well-
established at the University of the Free 
State in Bloemfontein.

•    EarthSYSTEM – A complex systems 
hub, to develop interdisciplinary and 
systems-based science and humanities 

approaches to understand chemical 
cycles and energy fluxes, Earth system 
function processes and Earth history, 
and to facilitate their application to 
African environmental and food security 
stewardship. This hub will be managed 
by Dr David Bell at Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University (George 
Campus).

AEON’s revised structure allows for an 
unspecified number of new hubs and 
subprojects to be incorporated at any 
stage and at any institution. Within this 
framework, AEON aims to operate truly as 
AEONetwork, a national networked facility 
linked through a central physical facility – 
the Commons.

Commons

An important and very successful 
component of AEON has been its 
Commons−the Knowledge Hub of 
AEON− an interactive working and multi-
mentorship environment for graduate and 
postgraduate students and researchers – 
a home away from home for young talent. 
This is where information is generated, 
exchanged and archived through geo-
referenced databases and data analyses. 
The Commons is equipped with computing 
and remote communication facilities: state-
of-the-art hardware and software to provide 
processing and modelling capacity, video-
conferencing and remote teaching systems, 
and is in the midst of establishing Africa’s 

AEON at a threshold
The need for a quantum leap
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first analytical virtual laboratory, through a 
remotely (Internet) operated international 
network of SIMS instruments in Germany, 
through which researchers can analyse 
materials, in real time, on equipment that 
is too costly to run efficiently in Africa.  
Within AEON’s national Network, all 
hubs will have similar remote access to 
a number of such facilities. The function 
and general operational requirements of a 
home-Commons requires it be housed in 
a University. Mentorship of students will 
take place here at various levels (academic 
and industry) and will be orchestrated by 
members of the Network and its Alumni. 
The Commons will also host and benefit 
from an Africa Scholars Group – bringing 
in and sharing their knowledge, wisdom, 
and research experiences throughout 
Africa. The interaction between students, 
researchers and Africa scholars will 
be facilitated by a rotating ‘Mentor in 
Residence’ at the Commons.

AEONetwork and the 
Executive Offi ce

Management of AEON’s network and the 
development and implementation of its 
business ventures will be done through 
an Executive Office - the Africa Network 
& Business Hub, led by a designated CEO 
Moctar Doucouré. The CEO will be assisted 
by two support groups: the first dealing 
with administrative, financial, contracts and 
operations; and the second dealing with 
networks, interaction and access/sharing/
archiving of data within the network. The 
support groups need not necessarily be 
co-located (in the same building) with the 
executive office. 

Governance

Governance of AEON will be through 
the Executive Advisory Group chaired by 
Prof Maarten de Wit, while overall board 
of Governance is expected to be chaired 
by the NRF/DST. The Executive Advisory 
Group will be assisted in its decisions by 
two advisory bodies: (1) an Interdisciplinary 
Academic Advisory Group for review and 
advice on academic proposals and (2) 
an Africa Advisory Group for review and 
advice on Africa proposals. The Africa 
proposals will be related to scholarly and 
business activities between AEON and its 
stakeholders in Africa.

Linking the Hubs and 
sustaining AEONetwork 
globally 
A small quantum leap towards realising 
real-time networking was recently taken by 
installing a remote communication system 
for video-conference and distant discourse, 
funded through AEON’s European partner 
in Germany.  The equipment is installed 
in AEON’s temporary commons at UCT, 
but is very mobile. The next step will be to 
link this system with individual computers 
and iPad/Cellphone technology so that 
these communications can be extended 
to researchers and students engaged in 
field work, including those working with 
communities around the S&T Train and at 
the rural technology college. This will also 
allow linking up with otherwise inaccessible 
high-tech laboratories. 

Below: Interactive presentation 
between AEON researchers
in South Africa and German 
counterparts and mentors, 

using audio-visual conference facilities.  

Q U A N T U M  L E A P
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What is required now?

AEON requires a permanent core-home. 
Ideally this should be in a single building 
for at least the Commons, EarthLAB and 
the Executive Office. This home and the 
implementation of the new structure 
on a more sustainable basis call for the 
combined financial commitment of a host 
University and the DST/NRF. 

The funding will be used to: set up 
the Commons with computing and 
remote communication equipment; set 
up the Executive Office with institutional 
administrative support; move and install the 
EarthLAB instruments to a permanent site; 
facilitate multi-mentorship of students and 
advisory activities; and cover operational 
core costs. Whilst moving the instruments 
from their temporary spaces at UCT, AEON 
has accumulated close to R5 million to 
realise this.

  

AEON’s Service delivery 

Implementation of the new structure will 
enable AEON to significantly improve on its 
major service delivery areas that are both 
scientific and socio-economic:
•   the design and development of a 

Foundation and Graduate Courses in 
Earth Stewardship Science. Foundation 
Courses will deliver and further explore 
new ways to engage with school leavers, 
and to instil in them a new way of thinking 
about their university career as part of 

life-long learning, and how to adaptat to 
a rapidly changing globalised community. 
Iteratively, this will catalyse new visions for 
Curriculum Development with specific foci 
on inter-generational equity;

•   trans-disciplinary science with a view 
to reconstruct the memory of the co-
evolving Earth and Life systems and to 
produce an archival database for Africa, 
its resources and its heritage with which 
Earth Stewardship Science can be 
pursued; 

•   dovetailing of cutting-edge Science & 
Technology with rural skills development 
that will create employment, encourage 
entrepreneurship, and benefit resources 
industries across Africa; 

•   the search for unconventional energy 

resources through collaborative efforts into 
unlocking the potential of such resources;

•   development of water forensics and its 
application to environmental and climate 
science using Noblesse – AEON’s 4th 
instrument –unpacked- still ‘in the box’;

•   development of non-destructive 
techniques to unambiguously fingerprint 
diamonds (and other natural and human 
heritage materials) and toward assisting 
the Kimberly Certification process and 
other UN-based treaties dealing with 
heritages.

•   Africa Alive Corridors Trademark 
activities and Joint-Ventures with 
business and NGOs in tourism, the 
International Unions and Academies of 
Science and Humanities.

Budget 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Rand 8,550,000 3,757,400 3,926,483 4,103,175 4,287,816 4,480,769

EarthLAB 7,360,000 2,092,900 2,187,081 2,285,499 2,388,346 2,495,821

Instruments 
(move & installation)

6,500,000 0,000,000 0,000,000 0,000,000 0,000,000 0,000,000

Staffi ng 810,000 1,692,900 1,769,081 1,848,689 1,931,880 2,018,814

Operating Costs 50,000 400,000 418,000 436,810 456,466 477,007

Commons 550,000 365,000 381,425 398,589 416,526 435,269

Network & Africa Scholars 000,000 100,000 104,500 109,203 114,117 119,252

Executive Offi ce 625,000 1,149,500 1,201,227 1,255,283 1,311,769 1,370,800

Staffi ng 435,000 909,150 950,061 992,815 1,037,490 1,084,178

General Operating Costs 190,000 240,350 251,166 262,468 274,279 286,622

Advisory Group Activities 15,000 50,000 52,250 54,601 57,058 59,626

Executive Advisory 
Group Chair

15,000 50,000 52,250 54,601 57,058 59,626

Priceless, inquisitive young 
African earth steward 

entrepreneurs.


